
CHAPTER 9 

DOUBLJE, RE:LAXATION TIMESIJ DIPOLE~ 
MOMENTS AND MOLECULAR STR.UCTUR_£5 
of· SOME. NON~SPHERlCAL APR.OTIC. POLA_R 

UQUIDS IN BENZENE. FROM HIGH 
f·R.EQ,UENCI-t ABSORPTION MEASUREMENJT' 



9.1 Introduction 

TI1e diel~ctric relaxation mechanism of dipolar aprotic polar liquids in nonpolar 

solvent fi·orn high fi·equency absorption studies have attracted the attention of a large 

number of workers [ 1 ,2]. Such type of liquids are of great irnp01tance for their wide 

biological applications. TI1ey possess high values of dielecttic constant and act as 

building blocks of proteins and enzymes. Moreover, they are good constituent of binary 

mixture of polar liquids. Under the application of high frequency (hf) X-band electric 

field of nearly I 0 GHz _they are expected to throw much light on weak molecular ·_ 

associations like monomer (solute-solvent) and dimer (solute-solute) fonnations. Many 

workers [3,4] have already studied the stmctural and associational aspects of aprotic 

liquids fi·om the X-band microwave electric field by applying the single frequency 

concentration variation method ofGopalakrishna [5]. However, no attempt has yet been 
' 

made so far whether such type ofliquids may possess the double relaxation times -r 2 due 

toend over el1d rotation for the whole molecufean_'d -r~ ·due to the flexible part attached 

to the parent ring of the molecule under hf electric field of I 0 GHz. The X-band electric 

field (- I 0 GHz) is supposed to be the most effective dispersive region of such molecules 

like mono or disubstituted benzenes and anilines [6] to reveal interesting facts for these 

molecules. 

We, therefore, thought to undertake a thorough measurement of static dielectric 

. constant Eoij, real patt of the dielecttic constant E1
ij, dielectric loss E"i.i of complex 

dielecttic constant E\i and infinite fi·equency dielecttic constant Ea:i.i of some available 

aprotic liquids (j) like dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO}, N, N- diethyl fonnamide (DEF), N, 

N-dimethyl f01mamide (DMF) and N, N-dimethyl acetamide (DMA) in solvent C6tk, (i) 

under nearly I 0 GHz electtic fields. l11e data thus obtained are, however, used to 'see 

how far they exhibit double relaxation phenomena under I 0 GHz elect tic field by the 

recently developed method of single fi·equency measurement [7 .8] within the fi·amework 

of Debye and Smyth model. 

The data of£oij, E'ij. E"ij and E:x:lij ( = n2
oij by Abbe'srefractometer) ofthe polar 

nonpolar liquid mixtures as a function of weight fl'actions roi's of DMSO were measured 

by a Hewlett Packard (HP) analyser at 25", 30", 35" and 40"C together with DEF at 



30"C and DMF al1d DMA at 25"C respectively. TI1e purpose of such expelimental 

observations as refened to table 9.1 is to show that a~I ofthem exhibit double relaxation 

phenomena except DMA at nearly I 0 GHz. TI1e data were, however, selected from the 

peaks of the respective graphical plots of t::fj against frequency as well as Elj for a polar 

nonpolar liquid mixture at a given temperature and concentration. 

TI1e static dipole moments ~t, (table 9.2) are then estimated fi·om the slope of the 

static expetimental parameters Xij involved with the measured Eoij and E:r:ij of table 9. I 

with co5's ofpolar liquids as shown in figure 9.1. 

-r 2 and T 1 are, however, obtained from the slope and intercept of ( EOij - ~::' ij)l ( ~::' ij

Ecdj) with t::''i.i I (t::'ij - Eooij) as illustrated graphically in figure 9.2 for different ro.i's of 

solutes. The intercepts and slopes are also placed in table 9.3. As evident fi·om table 9.3, 

-r 1 is very close toT due to Gopalaktishna's method [5]. TI1e relative conttibutions c1 and 

f: .. - E .. 
lJ OOlJ [ ' j c2 due to -r 1 and -r2 are, however, calculated from the values ofx= andy[= 

E Oij - E ooij 

E'\; I (Eoi.i- E"'i.i)] at ro.i~o fi·om the plots of them with roj's as displayed in figures 9.3 and 

9.4 respectively. The estimated values of c1 and c2 together with those due to Frohlich's 

equations are presented in table 9.4 for comparison. Moreover, the compatison of ~t2 and 

~t 1 (table 9.5) due to r 2 and r 1 in tenns ofslope ~ ofthe hfconductivity Kij against o;>j 

(figure 9.5) with the estimated ~ls fi·om the measured static relaxation data seems to 
' 

evolve an interesting fact for the polar molecules under investigation. The 

confonnational stmctures ofthe polar molecules are estimated as shown in figure 9.6 by 

consideting the reduced bond moments due to mesomeric and inductive moments of the 

substituent groups of polar molecules. TI1ey are compared with the ~L, under static 

electric field as placed in table 9.2. 

9.2 Experimental set up 

The Block diagram for the measurement of dielecttic relaxation solution (ij) data 

and expetimental details has been given elsewhere [9]. It consists of sample holder, 
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Table 9.1 Concentration variation of dielectric relaxation parameters like dielectric constant, (Ejj) dielectri7 loss (slj) 

static dielectrc constant (s0,. ·) optical dielectric constant (s .. )of some aprotic polar liquids in benze~e at different 
J OOIJ 

temperature measured under high frequency electric field of nearly 10 GHz. 
DMSO in C6H6 at 9.174 GHz. 

~·~:r~;~~~~;;~ure i;;c.w•w-Wei~t fracti~n (mj )-~f'~--~--;,-;·w-~..:;.;;.._;...:....;;:;,.;;=~---E,~,\i-~~---~.~Eo;j at I KHz -····--·"'"' E,.;(j=n2~: .. ··w·•·w··~-

solute 
0.0022 2.311 
0.0043 2.342 

25 0.0047 2.350 
0.0069 2.381 
0.0086 2.414 

0.0022 2.310 
0.0043 2.341 

30 0.0047 2.348 
0.0069 2.370 
0.0086 2.390 

0.0022 2.290 
0.0043 2.312 

35 0.0047 2.316 
0.0069 2.350 
0.0086 2.370 

0.0022 2.270 
0.0043 2.302 

40 0.0047 2.304 
0.0069 2.338 
0.0086 2.350 

.-.~·--·m.·•···········•·-.w-.~'···"'•w~.--·-~~---~~~-------~-· 

0.0280 
O.O-l20 
0.0460 
0.0616 
0.0798 

0.0274 
0.0400 
0.0440 
0.0526 
0.0648 

0.0234 
0.0330 
0.0360 
0.0496 
0.0580 

0.0170 
0.0282 
0.0286 
0.0420 
0.0500 

2.3230 
2.3624 
2.37311 
2.4173 
2.4602 

2.3210 
2.3610 
2.3720 
2.4045 
2.4362 

2.2993 
2.3400 i 
2.3470 
2.3960 i 

2.4270 

2.2849 
2.3300 
2.3350 
2.3838 
2.4120 

2.24QQ 
2.2530 
2.2550 
2.257Q 
2.2620 

2.2470 
2.2515 
2.2500 
2.2545 
2.2560 

2.2300 
2.2320 
2.2335 
2.2396 
2.2440 

2.2201 
2.2246 
2.2256 
2.2297 
2.2345 



DEF in C6 H6 at 9.695 GHz 
-. 

Temperature in oc~eight fraction (wj) of E'ij E'\i ~-~ Eoij at 1 K·H~~--~-h-E:~:;~~~:---~··-
solute 
0.0023 2.2780 0.0256 2.3067 2 \)tl3Q 

0.00415 2.2QOO 0:0288 2.3336 2.1141 
30 0.00786 2.3140 0.0384 2.3965 2.1543 

0.00952 2.3260 0.0448 2.4208 2.1727 
v•w--.-~···•~~.-~.-~~M•.•.w.•·-- .-~-. . ..-. • - .w.w ~.._..__..__, ___ ,_ 

"' DMF in C6 B6 at 9.987 GHz 

oooouooooooooonooo .. ao•••ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo .. oouo.onao•.....,•••••••••••••-....,.•-•---•• .... ••••onooo•ouoo!oooouooouooo~.,_......,_.__..,..,.....,. ......... uouuooooooouoooo•o .. ~--••""'•""'"".....,.""""""""uoooooo--..o..,.._..,._......,...,.,.,,....._. ••• , • ..,,... ••• ,..,..,.....-ooooouaooaoooooooo....-o•-••--•••• ......... .,.__. ... ,....,..,.,,...,.,., .. , 

0.0027 ; 2.324 0.0256 2.3446 2.2498 
0.0036 ; 2.339 0.0302 2.3680 2.2518 

25 0.0048 i 2.359 0.0386 2.3968 2.2545 
0.0063 i 2.387 0.0484 2.4434 2.2579 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<oouooo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-·•••••••••••••••n••••••••••••••••••• 

DMA in C61L; at 9.987 GHz 

0.0026 2.3250 0.0186 2.3663 2.2432 
0.0045 2.3475 0.0278 2.3988 2.2429 

25 0.0056 2.3625 0.0330 2.4278 2.2427 
0.0066 23795 0.0393 2.4508 2.2425 

···~ .. --.. ~--~-::;.·.-.... ~---- ·--... ~ .. - .... .-·~· ,. ·' .. , ..... ._, ...• -..,._, ... .__ ..... -.. ..... , ...... , ·. 
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Figure 9.1 Variation of the measured values of the experimental 
parameter, X11 with weight fraction mi of some aportic polar 
liquids in benzene: 

(i) DMSO at 25°C (-0-), (ii) DMSO at 30°C (-~-) 
(iii) DMSO at 35°C (-0-), (iv) DMSO at 40°C (-~-), 
(v) DEFat 30°C (-•-), (vi) DMF at 25°C (-~ -), 
(vii) DMA at 25°C (-*->· 
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temperature chamber, temperature controller and a Hewlett Packard Bridge 4192 A A 

cell with sample bolder consists of two glass plates coated with conducting Indium Tin 

Oxide (ITO) in their inner surfaces. They are separated by myler spacer of 40~tm thickness 

and kept on temperature chamber Mettler Hot Stage FP 52. TI1e Hewlett Packard 

Impedence Analyser (HP 4192 A) measures the complex impedence of the cell to evaluate 

capacitance and conductance values. Air capacitance Co of the cell can be written as 

C.,= CL + Cs .. _ ...... (9.,1) 

where CL is the capacitance ofthe empty cell excluding stray capacitance Cs. 

When the cell is filled with the sample of known dielectric constant E, the measured 

capacitance wil1 be : 

C = E Ct + Cs 

The real part ofthe dielectlic permittivity ofthe sample is given by: 

, C-Cs 
E .. = 

lJ Co -Cs 

The dielecttic loss due to absorption is 

E~· = 
1J 

Q .. 
1J 

where "Gij" and "f' are conductance and frequency ofthe electlic field. 

........ (9.2) 

........ (9.3) 

........ (9.4) 

The values of s' ij and s" ij are plotted against frequency for a temperature and 

concentration to get the desired values, as reported in table 9.1, for which maximum peak 

of E"ij occured. EOij was, measured at 1 KHz. Eooij is, howeVer, estimated from n2
oij of 

polar nonpolar liquid mixture measured by a Abbe's refractometer. 

TI1e solvent Cr.H6 (Spec. pure) and aprotic liquids like DMSO, DMF, DEF and 

DMA (E Merck, Bombay) were used after distillation for 8 hours. TI1e solutions of 

different concentrations were made by mixing a certain weight of solute in a solvent. of 

known weight. They were kept in dried and clean capsules for the measurement. 

9.3 Theoretical Fm·mulations: 

(i) Static dipole moment ~h : -

18Q 



The Debye equation [1 0] for a polar nonpolar liquid mixture of molar concentration cj· of 

a polar liquid at a given temperature T"K is : 

EQij - I 

eoij + 2 
== ........ (9.5) 

which is. however. based on the assumption that atomic polatisation is equal to the 

electronic polarisation. The symbols used in equation (9.5) are of usual significance. The 

mOlar concentration cj· is related to weight fraction (J)j of a polar liquid by: 

c. = 
J 

Pij ro j 

M· 
J 

........ (9.6) 

where M.i is the molecular weight of a polar liquid and Pij, the density of solution. 

If a given weight Wj of a solute of volume Vj is made to mix with the weight wi of a 

solvent of volume Vi, the solution density Pij is written as: 

wi +wj wi + wj 
P·· = = 1J V· + V · W· WJ· 

1 J 1 +·- ·-

P· 1 Pj 

where Pi and Pj are the densities ofthe solvent and solute respectively. 

where 

Again p .. = ' 1J 

P· P· 
1 J 

P· ( w_i ---]+Pi(-· w_j ____ l 
J W· +W· W· +w. 

1 J 1 J 

pip j pi pj 
= ------~-- = --------~-----

p.ro. +p.co. p.(l-ro.)+p.ro. 
Jl lJ J J IJ 

I - yro. 
J 

P· W· 
y = ( I - _t ), roi = ( 1 ) and ro. ( = 

P· W· + W· J J 1 J 

W· 
J )are 

W· + W· 
I J 

fractions ofthe solvent and solute respectively so that roi + <Oj = 1. 
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Hence, equation (9.5) is finally wtitten as: 

2 
Eoij - 11 Dij 

. 2 
Eoi - n Di 

= 
2 

( E oij + 2) ( n Dij + 2) . (Eoi + 2)(n ~i + 2) 

2 
4 1t N ~ts Pi 

or, X .. = x. + -----
1.1 I 27M .kT 

.I 

(J)·+ 
J 

= X; + Rro· + Ryro·2 + ' J .1 

. 2 
4 1t N ~ts Pi 

27M jkT 

........ (9.8) 

where Xij and Xi are the static experimental parameters of solution and solvent and 

2 --4 -1t N ~ts P· 
R = 1 respectively. 

27M ik T 

The usual variation of Xij with ffij is expected to be almost linear but often found to 

be nonlinear in nature as evident from the curves of figure 9. 1. The cutves are found to 

obey the relation: 

......... (9.9) 

The coefficients a.,, a1 and a2 are placed in table 9.2 

Equating the first power ofro.i of equations (9.8) and (9.9) and neglecting higher powers of 

co; for their involvement of various types of interactions such as solvent effect, relative 

density effect, orientational effect and dipole-dipole interaction etc, one gets. 

1 

[
27M jkT ]~ 

~l = a 
. s 4 1t N P· l . 1 

........ (9. 1 0) 

l11e estimated static dipole moment ~ls are presented in table 9.2 in order to compare with 

~ 1 and ~l2 fi·om the hf absorption method (table 9.5) 

(ii) Dipole moments ~2 and J..lt due to 't2 and -r 1 :-

TI1e complex dielectric constant E*;.i of a polar - nonpolar liquid mixture under hf 

electric field of nearly 10 GHz can be represented as two Debye type dispersions [11] as·: 

E~· - E •· 
lj CCIJ 

Eoij - Eccij 
........ (9.11) 
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Table 9.1 Coefficients an. al and a2 in equation X;.i = ao + al W; + a2 (J)/, static dipole moment f.l,in' D, theoretical dipole moment 

----··-m~ ...... ~ ......... : ...... /:!1!.".<:-~X .. ~onsiderit~~ inductive and me~~meric moments of substituent grouEs ~some aprotic Eolar l~q_uids in benzene. 
System with serial no Temperature in Coefficients ao, al, a2, f.ls f.ltheo Ileal Ratio 

and 1\'lol wt. oc m eq X;.i=ao+a 1coj + a2 (J).i 2 in Debye in Debye in Debye ~· 
au. aJ. a2 . ~th~..·n 

........ ·····································································································································································-········----······················································-·········································· 
I) DMSO 

in C.H" 25 0.00218 0.77564 20.93539 3.19 4.55 I 3.20 0.7011 
M.i = 78 gm. 

t 

II) DMSO 
in C.H,, 30 0.00187 1.03149 -17.18275 3.72 4.55 3.72 0.8176 
M.i = 78gm. 

ill) DMSO 
in C.H<, 35 0.00181 0.93459 0 3.58 4.55 3.58 0.7868 
M.i=78gm. 

IV) DMSO 
inC.H,, 40 0.00104 1.19130 -23.28196 4.08 4.55 4.08 0.8967 
M.i = 78 gm. 

V)DEF 
inCc.H~> 30 0.01155 0.20471 0 1.89 3.99 1.89 0.4737 
M.i = 101.15 gm. I 

VI) DMF 
in C.H(, 25 0.00275 0.73007 61.43789 2.99 3.82 2.99 0.7827 

M;=73gm. 

Vll) DMA 
inC.~. 25 0.00503 0.41784 75.47872 2.47 4.02 2.46 q.6144 
M.i=87gm. 



........ (9. 12) 

so that c 1 + c2 = 1. c1 and c2 are the relative conttibutions towards dielectlic relaxations 

due to 1 1 and •~ respectively. 

E\. - E · · IJ OOIJ 
Substituting = x 

E Oij - Eooij 

equations (9.11) and (9.12) become: 

and 
E"· IJ 

E Oij - Eooij 
y 

X = C1a1 + C2a2 ........ (9.13) 

y = c1b1 + c2b2 ........ (9.14) 

a 
where a = b = 2 and on a 

l+a2 ' l+a 

The suffices I and 2 with a and b are, however, related to 't' 1 and 't'2 respectively. Solving 

equations (9.13) and (9.14) for c1 and c2 one gets: 

........ (9. 15) 

........ (9.16) 

provided a2- a1 -:t:- 0 and a2 > a1 

Now, using c1 + c2 = 1 :one gets the following equations fi·om (9.15) and (9.16) 

1-x ( ) x -- = a + a 2 - - a 1 a 2 y l y 

I 

E .. ·E .. 

Titis is a straight line equation of ,
01

J IJ against 
E .. - E .. 

IJ OOIJ 

E~• 
IJ 

E~· - E .. 
lJ OOIJ 

........ (9.17) 

and slope ro ('t'1 + 't'2). l11e slopes and intercepts are, however, obtained with the measured 

dielecttic relaxation data like Eoij, E'ij, E
11

ij and Ecei.i of table 9. 1 at different weight fi·actions 

ro.i • s of a polar liquid at a fixed temperature and electlic field fi·equency. llte slopes and 
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Figurl' 9.2 The plot of the measured values of against 

E{j- ECX)jj 

E ll. 

'IJ 
- · as a function of weight Wj of some aprotic polar 
E;_j- EO')jj 

liquids in benzene: 

(i) UMSO at 25° C (-0-), (ii) ()J\JSO :1t 30°C (-L\-) 

(iii) UMSO nt 35°C (-0-), (iv) DMSO at 40°C <-2-> 
(v) UEF nt 30°C (-•-), (vi) (),1\JF at 25°C (-A-) 
(vii) I>l\IA at 25°(' (-*->· 



Table- 9.3 
. . . . . "Oij -"ij . "ij . . I 

l11e estunated mtercepts and slopes of stra1ght lme equat1on of - , agamst , correlatiOn coeffic1ent r, ~o of 
E---£ ·· E· -£ ·· 

IJ OOIJ 1_1 OOIJ 

error involved in fitting technique, the most probable relaxation time -c 0 = M and reported -r of some nonspherical 

aprotic polar liquids under hf electric field of nearly I 0 GHz. 

~~._._._.,. ....... -.-.-.-.•.• ..... w.-..-.-.•..-.•,· .•.•• _....._..,_..,..w.y .......... ~~""--'"""".,..._. . ...,....;.v.-.-.-. ...,~.w.-.......,. ..... •.A.-. ...-""""""'-.,_._..,.,....,._..,.,._. ~.-.N'o"o•.•.-.•.•.•.-.•.-.•.N"............,.,~.--~-,...... ......... .........,....._._..._._.,..w,·.-• ...,.~ ...... wn<r"'_,~A,"o.._._.,w.•""•· 

System with temperature Intercept and Correlation %of error in Estimated values of Most probable Reported -r in 
serial No. and t in oc slope of eq. (9.17) coefficient fitting -r1 and -r1 in pSec: relaxation time pSec. 

Mol. wt. (r) technique. -r
0 

= ~-r 1 -r 2 (G. K. Method) 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~-~-----------: ......................... \~~-P.~-~~------------...................................... . 
I) DMSO " 

in C.Hh 
M.i= 78 gm. 

II) DMSO 
inC.H(, 

M.i = 78 gm. 

III) DMSO 
inC.Hr. 

M.i= 78 gm. 

IV) DMSO 
in C.Hh 

Mi= 78gm. 

V) DEF 
inC.H(, 

Mi =101.1 
gm. 

VI) DMF 
inC,H(, 

M.i= 73 gm. 

VII) DMA 
in C(,H(, 

Mj·= 87 gm. 

25 

30 

35 

40 

30 

25 

25 

0.56708 1.68169 

1.30241 3.43579 

1.28988 3.81623 

0.53759 2.48795 

0.2592 . 3.08290 

1.0183 3.81856 

-0.41023 0.39775 

0.9605 2.34 21.08 8.10 13.07 ·5.37 

0.[9429 3.35 52.11 7.53 19.81 4.96 

0.9377 3.64 59.73 6.51 19.72 4.70 

0.9862 0.83 39.04 4.15 12.73 4.33 

o.l993_3 0.45· 49.21 1.42 8.36 2.42 

0~8896 7.03 56.28 4.60 16.09 5.09 

0.)4389 27.23 13.86 6.53 



intercepts and the con·esponding r 1 and r2 are shown in table 9.3 with the repmted r due 

to Gopalakrishna method [5]. . 

Tite relative conttibutions c1 and c2 towards dielecttic relaxations are calculated 

fi·om the theoretical fonnulations of x and y due to Frohlich [ 12]. 

, 2A 2 2 l ~ .. -~ I +e (J) ! 
l.J OOI.J 

=: --In s X == 
j E .. - E 2 2 

OIJ OOI.J 2A 1 +ro r s 

....... (9.18)· 

" 
and y= Eij == _.!_ [tan -I (eAro rs)- tan·\ (ro rs)] 

8 0ij- 8 ooij A · 
....... (9.19) 

and are shOW11 in table 9.4. Here t, ==small limiting relaxation time== -r 1 and A= Frohlich 

parameter ~ In [:: J. 'A' is a constant which can be expressed in ~enns of the difference in 

activation energies E2 and E1 of a rotating unit at a given temperature because r 2h 1 = exp 
~ 

(E2- Ed /RT. Tite values ofx and y.at co.i~ 0 fi·orn the graphical plots offigures 9.3 and 

9.4 respectively can also be had to yield c, and c2, because the L.H.S. of Bergmann's 

equation are fixed for 't1 .and 't2 once estimated fi·om the intercept and slope of equation 

(9.17) when substituted on the R.H.S. of equation (9.11) and (9.12). 

Tite hf conductivity K*i.i of a polar- nonpolar liquid mixture is expressed by the 

measured E\; and E"i.i of table 9.1 in the fotms: 

K .. == 
lJ 

(!) ·:z- 2 

\ E~. +s~. 
4 1t ' lJ lJ 

.......... (9.20) 

as a fhnction of ro;. Although. s" ij offers resistance to polatisation still in the hf region s' ij 

>>E"ij· 

Tims the real patt of conductivity: ·:Kij~..T K is Wlitten as [13]. 

, ~tJ N Pij Fij [ ro2-r l 
K. · == co· 

1.1 3 M . k T I + (!) 2 ! 2 J 
J 

........ (9.2 I) 

which on differentiation w. r. to COj and at roj ~0 yields 

IQ6 



, .. _____ _ 

Table- 9.4 Frohlich parameter A, relative contributions c1 and ~ due to 'tt and~, theoretical values of x andy due to Frohlich 
eqs.(Q. 18) and (9. 19) and those by graphical method at infinite dilution for some aprotic polar liquids at different and 
single temperature under hf electric field . 

.................................................. -...................................................................................................................................................... : ............................................................................................................................... . 
System with serial temperature Frohlich Theoretical values of Theoretical values of Estimated values Estimated values of 
no. and Mol. c•Jt. in oc parameter x and y from c1 and c2 from of x andy at roi ~0 c1 and c2 from graphical 

A eq. (9.18) and (9.19) eqs. (9.15) and 9.16 from . ' technique. 

········· ··············· ················ ········· ······· .... ······· .................. ··········· ..... ············· .... ························ ···········'"' ......... .?} ... a.t~~ .. ?.:.~ 
I)DMSO 

inC.H,, 25 2.6025 0.8637 0.1710 1.4296 -0.7679 0.892 0.3625 1.1738 -0.1779 
Mi = 78 gm. 

II)DMSO 
in C6 H6 30 1.9344 0.4491 0.4340 0.4230 0.9324 0.900 0.3375 1.0939 -0.2064 

M.i= 78 gm. 

Ill) DMSO 
in C6 H6 35 9.1751 0.8681 0.1012 1.0737 -0.9398 0.834 0.295 0.9579 -0.0745 

M.i= 78 gm. 

IV) DMSO 
in Cr. H6 40 2.2415 0.6105 0.4092 0.5070 0. 7935 0.848 0.225 0.8848 0.0671 

Mi= 78gm. 

V)DEF 
in Cc. H1, 30 3.5454 0.6767 0.32.77 0.5885 0.9230 0.988 0.055 1.0059, -0.1043 

M.i = 101.15 gm. 
VI) DMF 

inC6 H,, 25 2.5043 0.4969 0.4046 0.4510 1.0850 0.872 0.210 0.9585 -0.1726 
Mi = 73 gm. 
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where all the symbols cany usual significance [7,8]. 

Again. the total hf conductivity Kij ( = ~ s~. )is again given by: 
4 1t lJ 

I I 

Kij = K001·J· + - K .. 
(I) 't .. lJ 

d Kc) 
or --1-~ j 

' d (I). 
J (I)· 0 J-")> 

(d KijJ = (I) 't -
d (I). 

J (I)• j--)>0 

where p is the slope ofKij - COj curve at COj--)>0 

From equations (9.22) and (9.23) one gets 

~l 

J 

= (l)"C p 

........ (9.22) 

........ (9.23) 

......... (9.24) 

in order to obtain the hf dipole moments ~Lt or ~L2 in terms of bt and b2 where b1 and b2 

are the dimensionless parameters in tetms of 'tt and 't2 i.e. 

.. ...... (9.25) 

Both ht and b2 as well as the coefficients a, p, y ofKij- COj equations as displayed in figure 

9.5.-are shown in table ~t 5 together with ~Lt and ~t2.as. dip_()le moments of the flexible part 

and the whole molecule of a polar liquid. 

9. 4. Result and Discussion 

Tite static dipole moments ~L; s of the aprotic polar liquids are calculated fi·om the 

measured data, repotted in table 9.1 in terms of linear coefficients of the static 

expetimental parameter Xij against ro.i curves as displayed in figure 9.1. Tite coefficients ao, 
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a1 and a2 of the X;(COi curves with the estimated ~L, are presented in table 9.2. As evident 

fi·om figure 9.1 and table 9.2 all the cmves are found to be of almost same intercepts and 

slopes for DMSO in Cc,H6 under 9.174 GHz at 25", 30", 35" and 40" C respectively. 1l1e 

cmves of X;j-COj in case of DMF and DMA at 25"C under 9. 987 GHz electtic field are, 

however. non-linear in nature probably due to the presence of the substituent group -CH3 

attached to the parent lings under identical environment. But Xij vaties with Wj linearly in 

case of DEF (figure 9.1) at 30"C under 9.695 GHz electtic field. All these cmves in 

figures Q.J at once suggest that the measured data oftable 9.1 are more than accurate. 

The vatiation of(EOij- E'ij) I (E'ij- Exij) with E"ij I (E'ij- Exij) are found to be linear 

in figure 9.2 with measured expetimental data oftable 9.1. The slopes and intercepts of 

the fitted linear equations for all these aprotic liquids are presented in table 9.3 alongvvith 

their estimated -r 2 and -r 1. The vatiation of the parameters (figure 9.2) are almost sttictly 

linear for all cases as suppmted by the correlation coefficient r and % of enors introduced 

in getting the straight lines of figure 9.2. This indicates the applicability of Debye and 

Smyth model for such aprotic polar molecules under investigation. The en·or in fitting 

technique; is, however, large for DMA indicating the probable uncettainty in the 

measurements ofthe dielecttic relaxation data ofDMA in table 9.1. It is evident fi·om table 

9.3 that 't1 's of all the molecules agree well with the repor~ed 't due to Gopalakrishna's 

method [2-3, 14-15]. It signifies the fact that the hf electtic field. of GHz fi·equency is the 

most dispersiYe region [ 6] for these molecules. TI1is also indicates that the probability of 

rotations of the flexible patts of the molecule is possible as obsetved earlier[ I 0]. Unlike 

-r 1 's of DMSO; -r 2 's are found to increase with temperature. This may be explained on the 

basis of the fact that -r 1 's obey Eyting's rate process of Debye._ t)l)e relaxation. TI1e 

increase of -r 2 with the tise of temperature is due to elongation in sizes of the entire 

rotating units under hf electtic field. DMA is an exception. It only showed 1 2 because the 

flexible groups are more tigid in DMA It is, therefore, expeded that N, methyl acetamide 

(NMA) may show the same effect like DMA. Due to nonavailability of the sample of 

NMA it was not possible to measure Eoij and E:r:ij· 
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11te theoretical values of relative COiltiibutions Ct and C2 towards dielectric 

relaxation due to Frohlich were calculated fi·om x andy of equations (9.18) and (9.19) and 

presented in table 9.4 together with those found fi·om the graphical plots of x = ( E' ij - Exi) 

I (Eoij- E:x:ij) andy= E"ij /(EOij- E:x:ij) at Wj ~ 0 in figures 9.3 and 9.4. The variations ofx 

andy \\<ith (l)i·s strictly obey the Bergmann's equations (9.11) and (9.12) respectively. As 

seen fi·om table 9.4: c1 and c2 for Frohlich's method is+ ve almost in all cases. However, 

c2 is, - ve for graphical method probably due to the inettia of the flexible patts of the 

substituent groups ofpolar molecules[7]. 

l11e values of ~L2 and ~Lt in tetms of the dimensionless parameters b's involved 

with r 2 'sand r 1 'sand slopes ~·s of Kij - ro.i curves of figure 9.5 were estimated and placed 

in table 9.5. The vaiiation of Kij with ro.i are not linear as they are govemed by a, ~ andy 

coefficients as seen in table 9.5. It is interesting to note that.~t 1 due to flexible patt of the 

molecule agree well with the repotted ~t/sofGopalakrishna's method [2-3, 14-o15]. This 

indicates that a patt of the molecule is rotating under hf electric field of nearly 1 0 GHz as 

obsetved earlier [ 1 0]. ~t2, on the other hand, are found to be of higher magnitudes for the 

low values ofb2 in tenns of high values ofr2's according to equations (9.25) and (9.24), 

respectively. Both ~t2 and ~t 1 vary with temperature tin "C for DMSO in Cc,H6 like : 

~L2 = - 67.35 + 4.56t - o.o66 e 
8.2o - o.32 t + o.oo5 e 

........ (9.26) 

........ (9.27) 

11tis may be due to either change in bond moments and bond angles or rupture of solute -

solvent (monomer) association with the increase oftemperat~re [16]. 11te conformational 

stmctures of the nonspherical aprotic type polar molecules as mentioned above, are 

calculated fi·om the-reduced bond moment consideration of substituent groups assuming 

the molecules to be planar as shown in figure 9.6. The theoretical dipole moments ~ltheo's 

were also calculated fi·om the available bond angles and bond moments 2.35 D, 1.550 for 

S +--CH~, 0 ¢::: S of DMSO; 0.64 D, 0.78 D, 0.370 of N +-- CH:>., N +-- C2H5, CH:>. +-C. 

for DMF. DEF and DMA and other common bond moments 0.3 D. 0.45 D. 3.10 D of C 

+-H. C +- N and C ¢::: 0 respectively. 11te ~Lthc"'s are placed in table 9.2 to compare v.ith 
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~l, and p", 11 fi·om the reduced bond lengths of the substituent groups by the ratio of_J..lJ~lthcu 

due to mesomelic and inductive moments. 

The energy parameters like enthalpy of activation (~H,). entropy of activation 

(~S,) and free energy of activation (~F,) are also estimated fi"om Eyring's rate process 

equations [ 17] fi·om the measured -r's at four different temperatures of DMSO. They are 

calculated fi·om the intercepts and slopes ofthe linear cmve In (12T) and In (-r 1T) with_:__ 

The equations for DMSO are : 

3 1 
In (-r 2T) =- 4.8261 - 4.0905 x 10· -

T 

., 1 
ln(-r 1T) =-32.1273+3:6861 x 10· -

T 

T 

....... (9.28) 

:-:-: ..... (9:·29) 

From the above two equations it seems that unlike rotation of flexible part of the 

molecule, the rotation of whole molecule does not obey Eyring's rate theory [17]. The 

values of ~H 12 , LlH11 andLlS12 , LlS11 are- 8.13, 7.32 K cal/mole and- 37.62, 

-
16.63 cal/mole/degree respectively. Ll F12 

1 sand Ll F1 
1 s at 25", 30", 35" and 40"C are, · 

. 1 . 

however. 11.20, 11.39, 11.58, 11.77 and - 4.95, - 5.03,- 5.11, -5.20 Kcal/mole 

respectively. Tite data thus obtained indicate that whole molecular rotations under hf 

electric field is a cooperative process while reverse is tme for rotation of the flexible 

groups. 

Titus the present study seems to establish the fact that non-spherical aprotic type 

polar liquids obey Debye and Smyth model of dielecttic relaxation. Moreover, they usually 

show the double relaxation behaviour under X-band microwave electtic field ofnearly 10 

GHz fi·cquency as predicted elsewhere [6]. 
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